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Abstract. A simple programming language for the description of networks of loosely coupled, 
communicating, nondeterministic agents is introduced. Two possible graphical interpretations are 
discussed: finite cyclic and infinite acyclic, tree-like graphs. Operational semantics for such graphs 
is defined by computation sequences. The merge anomaly is described, analysed and explained. 
Two fixed-point semantics are defined in a denotational style, one that avoids the merge anomaly, 
and another one that izt!;&~ & merge anomaly, and they are proved to be consistent with the 
resp. operational definitions. Both definitions are compared and analysed. 
1. Introduction 
Families of stream-processing functions provide a nice, simple, and elegant model 
for systems of loosely coupled (asynchronous), communicating processes. However, 
for modelling a number of classical problems appearing in concurrent programming, 
one is interested in considering also nondeterministic stream-processing functions 
such as for instance the function “merge” nondeterministically merging two streams. 
But the inclusion of nondeterministic stream processing functions leads to some 
intricate problems, when trying to give a denotational semantics to such systems. 
One of them is the so-called merge anomaly. 
Since mentioned the first time in [S], the merge anomaly deserved much attention 
in the literature. Several papers have been published describing and investigating 
the merge anomaly, and proposing solutions to it, sometimes leading to quite 
complicated constructions. 
In the following sections we introduce a very simple language for defining 
nondeterministic networks of computing agents. Two graphical interpretations for 
the language are considered: finite cyclic graphs and infinite acyclic, tree-like graphs 
that arise from the finite ones by unfolding all cycles. Both interpretations are 
feasible and lead to the same extensional (‘input/ouput’) behaviour for the networks 
in the case of deterministic agents, if a straightforward operational semantics is 
defined for such (data flow) graphs. However, for nondeterministic agents we get 
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distinct operational behaviours for the two graphical interpretations and the corre- 
sponding operational semantics. 
For both graphical interpretations that we consider we give straightforward 
denotational semantics for our language using techniques from fixed-point theory 
as suggested in [6]. It is shown that the merge anomaly comes from the discrepancy 
that arises, when people take the more suggestive graphical interpretation using 
finite cyclic graphs and the corresponding operational semantics, but a denotational 
semantics that corresponds to infinite acyclic, tree-like graphs. Finally we compare 
our proposal for avoiding the merge anomaly to others advocated in the literature. 
2. Streams 
In a net of communicating agents the communication flowing from agent a to 
agent b can be represented by a finite or infinite sequence of atomic data. So for 
giving a semantics to communicating agents we introduce the notion of streams. 
Basically a stream is defined by a sequence of atoms. Now let ATOM be some 
given set of atomic values (including the natural numbers and the truth values for 
instance). By ATOM’ the classical flat domain over ATOM is denoted, i.e. the 
partially ordered set with just _L as the least element and all other elements incompar- 
able. By ATOM” we denote the finite sequences from ATOM, by ATOM” the 
infinite sequences, Then the set of streams is defined by 
def 
STREAM(ATOM) = ATOM*vATOM”. 
With this definition STREAM(ATOM) forms an algebraic domain (i.e. a compiete 
partially ordered set where all elements can be represented by their finite approxima- 
tions) consisting of the union of all finite partial streams with all infinite (and total) 
streams, if we use the ordering for streams sl, s,, defined by 
s, Es, H s, is prefix of s2. 
By (a) the one-element sequence is denoted consisting just of the atom a from 
ATOM. The symbol ‘++’ is used to denote the usual concatenation of sequences 
to sequences. By ‘8~’ we denote the operator adding an atomic element as first 
element to a stram, i.e. 
a&s=(a)++s for aEATOM, I&S=& 
is assumed. By E the empty stream is denoted. Note that ‘8~’ is leftstrict, i.e. a & E # E 
although E is the least element. For streams we use the following two continuous 
functions: 
first: STREAM(ATOM)+ ATOMI, 
rest : STREAM(ATOM) + STREAM(ATOM) 
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which are defined by (for a E ATOM) 
jirst( E) = I, jirst( a & s) = a, 
rest(e) = e, rest(a & s) = s. 
Streams are a very basic notion in concurrent communicating systems. In systems 
based on shared memory one has to consider streams of states, in tightly coupled 
systems one has to consider streams of actions. 
3. The language 
Throughout this paper we consider a language of data j7ow programs with the 
following simple syntax: 
(net)::=[{(equation) ,}*((tupZe))], 
(equation)::={ tuple) = (function)(( tuple)), 
(tupZe)::=(id){ , (id)}*, 
(function)::=mergel(fid) 
where (id) stands for some given set of identifiers for streams, and (fid) denotes a 
set F of function identifiers. For every f from F we assume that there are n, m EN 
and a continuous function 
f ‘: STREAM(ATOM)” + STREAM(ATOM)“. 
The pair (n, m) is called the arity off and we write 
arity(f) = (n, m). 
In particular, arity(merge) = (2,1). A well-formed data flow program is a program 
P of the form 
[Xl =fdvd, - - - 3 Xk =fk(Yk), Yk+*l, 
where we assume that for i, 1 G is k, the function symbol fi has arity (ni, mi), that 
Xi is an mi-tuple of identifiers from (id), and that yi is an ni-tuple of identifiers from 
(id). Of course we assume that all components of the Xi are distinct identifiers. 
By ID(P) we denote the set of identifiers from (id) occurring in l? If there exists 
an identifier z for which z # Xi for 1 c is k and yi = z for some i, then z is called 
input-port. By IZV( P) we denote the set of input-ports of P. The identifiers occurring 
in yk+l are called output-ports. The set of output ports of P will be denoted by 
OUT(P). 
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4. Networks as graphs 
With every program P, i.e. with every syntactic object of the syntactic unit (net), 
we may associate a (data flow) graph. Basically with the recursive equations in P 
we may associate either an infinite acyclic, tree-like graph with P or a finite cyclic 
one. We are now going to define this relationship formally and illustrate this by an 
example which will also be used for explaining the merge anomaly. 
For giving the example we assume a function symbol g E F for the continuous 
function g’ with arity(g) = (1,l) specified by (let a # b # c # a hold) 
g’(a) = e, 
g’(a &s) = c&g’(s), 
g’(x&s) = b&g’(s) forxfu andxfl. 
Now we consider the program MA: 
[Y = mew(x, ~1, z = g(y), (z)l. 
Here x is the only input stream and z the only output stream. 
4.1. Data flow graphs 
Let VERTEX be a given set of vertices, and ARC a given set of arcs. An interpreted 
(data flow) graph is a tuple ( V, A, I, 0, in, out, label) where 
VGVERTEX, AcARC, ISA, OGA, 
in : V-, A*, 
out:A\Z+(VxN), 
label : V + ((fid) u {merge}), 
such that for all u E V, 
urity(lubel(v))=(n,m) =+ in(v)EA”, 
urity(lubeI(u))=(n,m) A out(u)=(u,i) 3 l<iSrn 
urity(lubef(v))=(n,m) + tli,lSi~m:3u~A:out(u)=(u,i). 
Intuitively a data flow graph can be considered as a network of processors that 
are associated with the vertices each of which is realizing a particular stream- 
processing function (indicated by the respective label). These processors are con- 
nected by directed lines (the arcs) over which finite or infinite sequences of data 
are flowing. In the formal definition above the set V denotes the vertices of the data 
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flow graph, the set A denotes the arcs of the data flow graphs, I denotes the set of 
input arcs, 0 denotes the set of output arcs. The mapping in indicates the tuple of 
input arcs for the respective vertex; the mapping out indicates which vertex is the 
source of the respective arc and the position of this output line for that vertex. The 
mapping label indicates which stream-processing functions are associated with the 
vertices. An important question is that of the transformation of data flow networks 
and of structural equivalence of two data flow networks: under which circumstances 
can we replace a network by a smaller one without affecting its correctness. For 
this reason we introduce the notion of a graph morphism. 
A graph morphism between two interpreted data flow graphs Gl = (Vl, Al, II, 
01, inl, outl, Zabell) and G2 = (V2, A2, 12, 02, in2, 0~2, ZabeZ2) consists of a 
pair of mappings between the vertices and arcs of the graphs: 
a!“: Vl+ v2, aA:Al-+A2 
such that 
aX(inl(u)) = in2(a,(u)), 
label1 (u) = ZabeZ2( a”( u)), 
outI = (v, i) * out2(cy,(a)) = ((Y”(U), i), 
VXE II: Q(X) =x A XE 12, 
VxtEOl: cy,Jx)=x A XE02. 
Here (Y* simply denotes the elementwise xtension of (Y to tuples. A graph morphism 
is called surjective, if both (YA and (Ye are surjective. 
A graph morphism may not be injective. Then certain vertices or arcs are identified 
and we just may use one processor in Gl instead of a couple of processors in G2. 
A state of a data flow graph is a total function 
a:A+ STREAM(ATOM). 
A state u is call initial if a(a) = E for all a E A\I. 
A finite sequence ( aO, . . . , Uj) of arcs is called a path in a graph, if for all i, 
0 s i ~j, there exists a vertex u such that in(u) contains Ui and OUt( ai+r) = (0, Zi) for 
some Zi. A nontrivial (i.e. 0 <j) path is called a cycZe if a, = Uj. A graph is called 
acyclic, if all paths in g are not cycles. A data flow graph is called sharing-free, if 
for every arc a E A\1 there exists at most one vertex ZI E V where a occurs within 
in(u) and a occurs only at one position in in(v) and the vertices in 0 do not occur 
in in(u) for any 21. 
For the given program P: 
cx* =fi(n), - - * , xk =h(Ykh Yktll, 
we call a graph g = (V, A, I, 0, in, out, label) an associated graph iff there exist 
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bijective mappings 
vertex:{l,...,k}+V, arc: ID(P)+A 
such that 
{arc(x): xE IN(P)}= I, (arc(x): x E OUT(P)} = 0, 
Vi, 1 S i C k: label( vertex( i)) =A, 
Vi, 1 s i s k: arC*(yi) = in( uertex( i)), 
Vi,j, lsisk, l~j~rn,: OUt(arC((Xi)j))= (uertex(i),j). 
Note that the associated graph is uniquely determined up to graph isomorphisms. 
4.2. Operational semantics of data jlow graphs 
Given an interpreted (data flow) graph G and an initial state ao, with go(a) = E 
for all a 6Z I, a computation sequence in g starting in a0 is a sequence {Ci}icN of states 
where for all a E A, 
a E I * Ui+l(a)=U~o(Q):, 
a5Zl 3 Ui+l(a)=Sj, 
where Sj is defined as follows. Let 
output(a) = (u, j), labeZ( u) =f; 
input(f) = (a;, . . . , a;), arity(f) = (n, m). 
If fe (fid), we define: 
(S I 9 - -. , %I =f’(flii(ai), - - -, ai(a 
and if ZabeZ( u)= merge (note that then j = 1 holds), then there exists d E { 1,2}” such 
that for all i, 
Ui+l(a) = sched(gi(a:), ai( d). 
Here the continuous function 
sched :STREAM(ATOM) x STREAM(ATOM) x {1,2}“+ STREAM(ATOM) 
is specified by 
sched(s1, s2,l &d) = first(s1) & sched(rest(sl), ~2, d), 
sched(s1, s2,2 & d) = Jirst(s2) & sched(s1, rest(s2), d). 
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Note that for simplicity we have chosen a definition of merge such that merge is 
neither fair nor nonstrict. According to this definition we obtain the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1. A computation sequence for an interpreted graph is a chain. Cl 
Thus the state a, where 
u = lub{ oi}, 
is well-defined. It is called the result of the computation sequence. 
Note that this is a rather abstract version of an operational semantics. But it is 
not very difficult to give a much more concrete one based on firing rules for the 
vertices that is equivalent to our abstract one. 
4.3. Net programs as finite cyclic data flow graphs 
A data flow program may be interpreted as a finite cyclic graph, if we take the 
associated graph as graphical representation. So for the example program MA we 
obtain 
X 
merge Y Y g 
The associated graph is determined up to isomorphism and it is suggestive to use 
it as the graphical representation of a data flow program. 
4.4. Net programs as infinite acyclic sharing-free data flow graphs 
A possibly infinite graph can be associated with a program according to the 
techniques of [ 1 l] by eliminating sharing by copying unfolding all cycles infinitely 
often. For convenience we associate such an infinite graph to a data flow program 
by the following definition. 
A graph g, is called (free, infinite) acyclic graph associated with a given program 
P iff g, is acyclic and sharing-free and there exists a surjective graph morphism 
from g, onto the associated graph. 
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For our example program MA we obtain an infinite acyclic sharing-free graph 
x 
. 
. 
. 
I I 
merge 
I 
lgl 
I 
merge 
I 
[g 1 
I 
merge 
Note that here an infinite number of copies of the stream associated with x are 
needed. 
5. The merge anomaly 
The merge anomaly has been mentioned the first time in [8]. It shows a basic 
contradiction between the ‘natural’ operational understanding of data flow programs 
as cyclic graphs with nondeterministic stream-processing functions associated with 
their nodes and a denotational semantics associating set-valued functions with the 
nodes and sets of streams with the arcs of such data flow programs. 
If we consider the finite data flow graph associated with the program MA in the 
previous section, we initially have the situation (for the initial state with input 
x = a&&) 
(X, y, 2) := (U&E, E, s); 
then merge may fire to the left (to the right it is just the identity) and we get 
(X, y, z):= (U&E, U&E, E), 
now g may fire leading to 
(x, y, z) := (a&&, U&E, C&E), 
now the network outputs c and merge may fire to the left (now to the right gives 
just the identity) leading to 
(x, y, z) := (U&E, U&C&&, C&E), 
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then g may fire again aud we obtain 
(x, y, 2) := (Q&E, &CC&&, C&b&&). 
Now the network outputs b again and merge may fire again.. . . 
So the only first output the network may produce (if any) is c. Of course (as long 
as merge is not nonstrict), the network may also give E as output, i.e. no ‘defined 
output at all. 
For giving a denotational semantics to nondeterministic data flow programs, one 
could associate set-valued functions with nodes and sets of streams with the arcs. 
Now assume X, Y, Z are the sets of streams associated with the identifiers x, y, z 
resp. of the data flow program MA. In ;rarticular, the set Z is the set of possible 
outputs of the program. Assume there is some stream s, E Z with jM(sz) = c. Then 
obviously there should be some stream s,, in Y with $rst(s,) = c, too, since Y is the 
set resulting by merging the elements from Z with the elements from X. But then 
there has to be some s: E Z with s: = g(s,,) and thus first($) = b. So b may be the 
first output of the program. This is obviously a contradiction to the operational 
semantics above. This surprising contradiction is the puzzle that is called the merge 
anomaly. But what is the reason for this contradiction? 
A first hint where this fictitious contradiction comes from can be obtained by 
analysing the operational behavior of tne infinite graph. Here b may well be an 
output of the graph if, for instance, the second last merge node takes its first input 
from the left, the second last g produces some c, then the last merge has only to 
take its input from the right, g produces b from the input c and b is the first output. 
Obviously for nondeterministic data flow programs it makes an essential 
difference, whether we associate an infinite, acyclic, sharing-free graph or a finite, 
cyclic graph with them. Both possibilities are feasible, but lead to different input/out- 
put behaviors. So they need distinct fixed-point techniques as is demonstrated in 
the preceding section. Note that even the data flow graph 
X 
I I 
merge 
1 Y 
18 [ 
1 Z' 
merge 1 
1 Y' 
18 1 
I 
1. 
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that arises by ‘unfolding’ z and then y in MA, introducing new auxiliary identifiers 
z’ and y’, and then exchanging z and z’ on the left-hand side of the equations (such 
a transformation would be correct if merge would be a deterministic function) 
leading to the program 
[y = merge(x, z), z = g(Y), Y’= mewb, -0, z’= g(y), (~11, 
may (according to our bperational semantics) produce b as output for the input 
x = a&a. This shows that in spite of the equality sign we must not simply replace 
the left-hand side of an equation for streams by the respective right-hand side of a 
recursive stream equation. This shows that we cannot use a straightforward fixed- 
point definition for such equations. 
6. Denotational semantics of data flow programs 
In this section we give two denotational definitions of semantics for data flow 
programs. One based on set-valued functions and on power domains and the other 
one based on the idea of sets of continuous functions. 
To start with we introduce a simple generalization of power domains (cf. [13,15]). 
6.1. Basic dejinitions of power domains 
Let DOM be a countably algebraic domain, i.e. DOM is a complete partially 
ordered set of all elements of which can be represented as least upper bounds of 
their set of finite approximation. Moreover we assume, that the set of finite elements 
is countable. For S, Sl, SUE DOM the following preordering (called ‘Egli-Milner’ 
ordering) is used (cf. [13,15]): 
SlE,,S2 iff Vx~S13y~S2:x~y~Vy~S23x~S1:xcy. 
Over nonflat (nondiscrete) domains like STREAM(ATOM) this relation just defines 
a preordering. Let FDOM denote the set of finite elements from DOM. 
As the power domain P&DOM) over DOM we consider just a subset of the 
powerset J1( DOM). At first we introduce a equivalence relation on P( DOM): 
Sl = S2 iff for all SE FDOM, SJinite: S cEM Sl e S ~~~ S2. 
This way we obtain classes of --equivalent sets. Now let PEM (DOM) be defined 
as the set of sets from P( DOM) that are maximal in the inclusion ordering in their 
--equivalence classes. PEM( DOM) will be used as the power domain in the 
following. By 
C,, : P(DOM)JP,,(DOM) 
we denote the mapping that associates with every set S c DOM its power domain 
representation. More explicitly one has 
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defined by 
fe (fid) * mfl(s) = {f’(s): .f3 E 9, 
FS[merge](S) = (sched(s1, ~2, d): d E {1,2}“h (~1, ~2) E Sf 
where sched is defined as above. 
With every program P: 
[x1 =f,(J%), * - - , Xk =fkb+cL Y/c+J, 
we associate now a functional TS[P]: 
TS:{net)+PENV(ZD(P))+PENV(ZD(P)), 
where 
TS[PI(E)(x) = CEM({E[S~/X, 3 - - - 3 &IxtcI(x): Si E ~S[.Ll(E(yi))I). 
Now we can define BS[P] as the EE,-fixed point of the equation 
NPI(E)(x) = ~S[f’I(W~I)W(x). 
If we want to hide the internal streams (treating the corresponding stream-identifiers 
as ‘local!y defined’ or ‘bound’), the semantics of P is determined by the mapping 
BSH : (net) + PEZVV( ZD( P)) + PENV( ZD( P)), 
defined by 
BSH[Cl(E) = E[BS[PI(E)(Y,+,)/Y~+II. 
Treating data flow programs as set-valued functions corresponds to the graphical 
interpretation considering infinite acyclic, sharing-free graphs: A ‘nondeterministic’ 
stream has many distinct (i.e. a set of) instantiations in one computation. The 
correctness of this semantic definition (modulo the mentioned identifications) with 
respect to the operational one for the associated acyclic, sharing-free data flow 
graph can be seen by the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.1. Let P be a program and g an associated acyclic, sharing-free graph, i.e. 
there exists a surjective mapping 
a :A+ ID(P), 
where A denotes the arcs of g. Let furthermore S be the set of results of computation 
sequences in g starting from the initial state 0,; then 
BWIU&,)W GEM 1s E E,(x): UE s) EEM ~W’l(&JW 
where for arbitrary states CT the nondeterministic environment E, is dejfned by 
E,(x) = 
{el ifxg ID(P), 
{a(a): x=a(a)} ifxEZD(P). 
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Sk&h OP pros% Let S* be the set of computation sequences in g. We have 
TS[P]‘(&)(x) c&Q, {s E E,(x): {&r&E S*) GE,+, ~s[~]i(&O)(x), 
since for each finite, cyclic path c in the associated graph we can find a noncyclic 
path of the same length which is mapped onto c and vice versa. So for every i we 
may distribute the set of streams associated with an identifier arbitrarily over the 
infinite graph. Since TS[P] is continuous we have 
~s[~Iw,,)w 
= EEM-lub{TSCPl’(E,,)(x)} 
EEM I=EM-lub{CEM({SE Emi( {ai)isNE S*l)l 
&EM {s E E,(x): u E S} 
GEM CEM-lUWCEM({S E Emi( {ai)ieNE S*l)l 
CEM cEM-lub{TS[Pl’(E,,)(x)} 
= ~W’I(E,,)W q 
According to the construction of the powerdomain we immediately obtain 
Corollary 6.2. Under the assumptions of the theorem we have 
fW’1&,)W = cEd{s E E&l: CE s)). 
If {s E E,(x): CTE S) is closed (w.r.t. Zubs) and convex, then we even have 
BS[P](E,,)(x) = {s E E,(x): (+E S}. 0 
Basically this shows that under this interpretation of data flow programs, the 
nondeterministic choice for some stream associated with some identifier x can be 
done ‘individually’ for every occurrence of x. This is of course in contradiction with 
the inuitive notion of communicating systems where multiple occurrences of iden- 
tifiers for streams correspond to the sharing of streams which should have one 
determined identity in every instance of a computation of the data flow program. 
6.3. Nets as sets of functions 
For giving a denotational semantics to data flow programs we introduce the 
well-known concept of environments. For every set of identifiers ID we introduce 
ENV( ID) = {e : ID -P STREAM(ATOM)}. 
As usual we denote the componentwise change of an environment 
where x is some identifier and s is some stream. Formally we have 
e by Wxl 
e[slxl(y) = ’ 
ifx=y, 
e(y) otherwise. 
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If s is an n-tuple (sl,. . . , s,) of streams and x a tuple of n distinct identifiers 
xr,...,x, we write 
44x1 for 44x11.. . [sJxnl 
and also 
A possibility for defining the meaning of nondeterministic data flow programs is 
to associate a set of functions with every data flow program P with the set IN(P) 
of input ports and the set OUT(P) of output ports. We introduce a semantic function: 
BF:(net)+([EZVV(ZN(P))+ENV(ZD(P))]). 
It is defined as follows. At first we associate with every function symbol f with arity 
(n, m) a set of functions by 
FF: ((jid) u {merge}) + P([STREAM(ATOM)” + STREAM(ATOM)“]). 
For f in (Jid) we define 
f E (f;d) * FF(f) = if ‘1, 
FF[merge] = {hsl, s2: sched(s1, s2, d): d E {1,2)“) 
where sched is defined as above. Note that 
[STREAM(ATOM)” + STREAM(ATOM)“] 
is used to denote the set of continuous stream-processing functions. 
With every program P: 
1x1 =fi(Yl), - * -, x/C =fk(Yk), Y!C+J 
we associate now a set of functions by 
T’:(net)+ P([ENV(ZD(P))+ ENV(ZD(P))]) 
defined by 
TFCPI = -9e: 4gt(e(Y1))lx1,. . . , gk(e(Yk))lxJ: 
g, E FF[f,l A - * * A gk E FF[fk]). 
Note that all f in TF[P] are continuous. Now we can define 
where z is assumed to denote the tuple of input ports, and fixf denotes the least 
fixed point of the function f: Since f is monotonic and continuous, this fixed point 
is well-defined and even identical to the least upper bound of the iteraction off 
starting with the bottom element from EM’. 
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If we want to hide streams just used internally (treating the corresponding 
stream-identifiers as ‘locally defined’ or ‘bound’) we may define 
BFH:(net)+ P([ENV(ID(P))-, ENV(ZD(P))]), 
specified by 
By this denotational semantics a nondeterminate data flow program is interpreted 
as repesenting a class of determinate functions for the associated graph. The 
correctness of this semantic definition with respect to the operational one for the 
associated data flow graph can be seen by the following theorem: 
Theorem 6.3. Let P be a program and g the associated graph. Let furthermore S be 
the set of results of computation sequences in g starting from the initial state uo; then 
{h(ao): hEBF[P](e,,)}={e,:aES}, 
where 
e,,(x) = 
& ifx & ZD( P), 
a(arc(x)) ifxE ID(P). 
Proof. For every result u of a computation sequence {oi}i,N there exists f E TF[P] 
such that 
f"(e,,,,) = e ,,. 
Since f is continuous, we have 
(fixf)(e,,)=lub{fi(e,,)}=lub{e~,}=e,. 
On the other hand for every f E TF[P] the states Oi with 
@itarC( =f'(e,,,Mx) 
denote a computation sequence. G 
Note that in contrast to the definitions in the previous section we did not use any 
techniques of power domains in this section for defining the semantic function BF. 
6.4. Comparison of nets as set-valued functions and nets as sets of functions 
Now we are going to look at the basic differences between the two interpretations 
above. Obviously the first one allows a richer combinatorics as can be seen from 
the following lemma: 
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Lemma 6.4. For everyjiinction symbol j’c (/id) v (merge} and every datafrow program 
P we have 
(0) FW-l(S) = k(s): g E FWI A s E N, 
(1) (VxE ID: E(x)={e(x)}) * 
VXE ID: {h(e)(x): h E TF[P]}s TS[P](E)(x), 
(2) (Vx E ID: E(x) = {e(x)}) * 
VXEZD: {h(e)(x): hEBF[P]}c BS[P](E)(x). 0 
With respect to our program MA showing the merge anomaly this lemma gives 
a simple explanation. The atom b may be a first output of the data flow program 
if we take the semantics defined by BS. But it may not be an output if we take Z?E 
The merge anomaly can also be explained in terms of parameter mechanisms for 
functions with nondeterminate expressions as parameters (cf. [5]). If we substitute 
nondeterministic expressions for identifiers, we obtain more possible results than 
if substituting consistently values (from the set of possible values) for identifiers. 
In the first case the same value is used for all occurrences of the identifier (‘call-time- 
choice”), in the second case we can make individual choices for each of the 
occurrences. 
In cyclic networks of communicating agents a recursively defined stream associ- 
ated with an arc has to have one determinate identity in every instantiation (or 
computation resp.). All other arcs using the stream should use the same stream in 
one instantiation. So a nondeterministic cyclic network has to be considered as a 
class of deterministic networks and not as a graph where classes of streams are 
associated with the arcs, if we want to avoid the merge anomaly. 
Basically a recursive definition with a nondeterministic functional allows (at least) 
two distinct interpretations: 
(1) it can be seen as a fixed-point equation for a set of determinate objects or a 
set-valued function, or 
(2) it can be seen as a set of fixed-point equations for objects or functions. 
Both possibilities have been treated in this section, both give proper semantic 
definitions for data flow programs, but they define distinct semantics (cf. the lemma 
above). The first considers the recursive equations as shorthands for an infinite 
acyclic, sharing-free graph, the second one as shorthand for a finite, cyclic one. 
Note that for both possibilities we can give consistent operational semantics also 
without looking at graphical representations. In the first case we can use set-valued 
states (similar to nondeterministic environments), in the second case the correspon- 
dence between the associated graph and the program is so close that it is obvious 
how rewriting rules for the programs look like (cf. [6]). 
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Note that we have chosen the most simple semantics that did allow us to describe 
and analyse the merge anomaly. For a more sophisticated semantic model which 
also treats the domain problem more appropriate, see [6]. 
Actually as long as we consider just finite cyclic data flow graphs we do not need 
power domains at all, since fixed-point theory is only needed for the deterministic 
functions in the set of possible functions. If one wants to treat also infinite cyclic 
graphs (that are recursively defined) or networks with recursively defined nondeter- 
ministic functions in the nodes (as in [6]), one has to deal with the power domain 
over the space of continuous stream processing functions. Advanced fixed-point 
theory is able to cope with these problems and even with nonstrict or fair merge 
(see also [6]). 
7. The merge anomaly of Brock and Ackermann 
In [4] another example for a merge anomaly is given. We start by shortly describing 
their merge anomaly and then analyse how the respective data flow program is 
treated in our approach. 
7.1. The 
Let P, 
merge anomaly 
and P2 be the data flow graphs as shown below: 
x Y 
v v 
1 double ] 1 double 1 
X’ I 
I 
I Y’ 
merge 
I 
P, and P2 
Syntactically, P, and P2 may be written by the simple data flow program: 
[x’= double(x), y’= double(y), z’= merge(x’, y’), z =pid,(z’), z]. 
Here double, pid,, and pid, are determinate functions which produce at most two 
output values. Function double produces two copies of its first input value. Both 
pid, and pid, pass through their first two input values, but pid, will produce its first 
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output as soon as it receives its first input, while pid, will not produce any output 
until it has received two input values. The defining equations for these functions are 
double’(e) = E, pid:(&) = E, Pid;(&) = (El, 
double’( i&x) = i&i&e, pid{(i&e) = i&e, pid:( i&e) = E, 
pid :( i&j&x) = i&j&e, pid:( i&j&x) = i&j&e. 
Despite the difference between pid i and pid:, networks P1 and P2 are represented 
by the same input/output relation, i.e. for any given pair of input streams they 
produce the same set of possible output streams. Neither network produces any 
output unless it receives input. If Pk receives one or more input values on either 
input port, its internal pidk process is guara.nteed to receive two or more input 
values, thus ‘avoiding’ the difference between the processes, P, and P2 have the 
same input/output relation: 
X=&,y=E + ZE{E}, 
first(x) = i, y = E 3 z E {i&i&s}, 
x = E, first (y ) = j * z E {j&j&e}, 
$rst(x) = i, Jirst(y) = j * z E {i&i&E, i&j&e, j&i&e, j&j&c}. 
However, there is a subtle difference in their behaviors: P2 will not produce its first 
output until its second output has been determined. These networks can be placed 
within a larger network which uncovers this difference. Let Q1 and Q2 be the data 
flow network 
I a 
1 b 
where plus1 is determined by the equation 
pZusl(x&s) = (x+ l)&pZzJsl(s). 
Qk is a cyclic network with the nondeterminate stream-processing function Pk 
and the determinate stream-processing function plusl. Inputs to Qk are routed to 
the leftmost input port of Pk. The outputs of Pk are routed to two sources: to the 
output port of Qk and, through the plus1 operator, to the rightmost input port of 
Pk. A possible equational specification of Qk is 
[x’= double(x), y’= double(c), z’= merge(x’, y’), b =pid,(z’), c =plusl(b), b]. 
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Suppose Q, receives the single input value 5. The value 5 passes through the 
leftmost double, through merge, and through pid,. The value 5 then becomes the 
first output of Q1. The value 5 is also input to the plus1 operator, causing the value 
6 to be presented to the rightmost port of Q, , where it passes through the rightmost 
double. Note that merge has a ‘choice’ of producing as its second output either its 
second leftmost input, which is 5, or it first rightmost input which is 6. Consequently, 
the second output of Q1 could be either 5 or 6. Therefore for Q1 we obtain 
a = 58~ =+ b E {5&5&&, 58~68~~). 
Now suppose Q2 receives the input sequence 5. The value 5 passes through merge, 
and enters pid,. However pid, will produce no output until it has received a second 
input. Eventually, a second value 5 may be produced by the leftmost double and 
pass through the merge to pidz. Then pidz and consequently Pz and Q2, will produce 
the output sequence 5&5&z Therefore for Q2 we obtain 
a = 58~~ * bE {5&5&&}. 
7.2. Analysis of the anomaly 
It is clear from what had been said above that the association of set-valued 
functions cannot work when aiming at an operational semantics as outlined above. 
But now let us see what happens when taking our semantic definition that associates 
a set of functions with every net. In BFH[ PI] we have a function on environments 
that corresponds to the function f with 
f( i&e, E) = i&E 
whereas such a function cannot be found in BPH[ PJ. Actually it is a little bit 
tricky to see that f actually is in BFH[P,]. One has to take d = 1&2&d’ in the 
definition of the merge. 
In particular BFH[P,] and BFH[P,J are definitely distinct and correspond 
(according to the definitions above) to the operational semantics of the data flow 
graphs P, and P2. 
8. Implementations of data flow programs 
There is a second aspect of data flow programs that is of interest in this context: 
Under which circumstances can we replace a data flow graph by another one (for 
instance obtained by unfolding or folding loops) without changing the ‘correctness’. 
We consider the following situation: We assume a data flow graph PO that 
produces only (w.r.t. some specifications) correct results and is also correct w.r.t. 
to the composition to other data flow programs. Consequently every data flow 
program PI is correct (and thus Pl can be taken for replacing PO) iff 
BFH[Pl]E BFH[PO]. 
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This condition is in particuiar fulfilled if there is a graph morphism from the graph 
associated with PO to the graph associated with Pl. 
Lemma 8.1. If from the data flow programs PO and Pl there is a surjective graph 
morphism from the graph associated with Pl to the graph associated with PO, then 
BFH[ PO] E BFH[ Pl]. 
Proof. Label in the associated graph of Pl every arc with the set of values that the 
arcs of the graph associated with PO take. 
If Pl and PO are deterministic, then we have BPH[ Pl] = BPH[ PO] and so both 
data flow programs are equivalent and Pl can also be taken as implementation for 
PO. (In the case of nondeterministic data flow programs this is generally only 
possible, if the graph morphism is the identity for all nodes labelled with the symbol 
merge.) Cl 
9. Comparison to other work and concluding remarks 
As already mentioned the merge anomaly was first found in [S]. The proposed 
solution, there, however, is much to less abstract: ‘partially ordered events’ (cf. [S, 
p. 3531) are obviously very close to operational semantics. 
Remarkably in the discussion at the end of Keller’s presentation Vaughan Pratt 
said: “ . . . the merge anomaly illustrates nothing beyond the fact that an incorrect 
denotational semantics may well not agree with a correct operational semantics”. 
This is exactly our conclusion, too. What remained was to give the ‘correct’ denota- 
tional semantics. In [14] sets of traces in the form of ‘partially ordered multisets of 
events’ are advocated for the representation of processes. This is simply not necessary 
at least for coping with the merge anomaly. 
Many other authors also tried to follow Keller’s suggestion in one or the other 
sense trying to include some event structure or causality relations into the semantic 
domains. For instance Kosinski [9] introduces (without explicitly mentioning the 
merge anomaly) ‘tagged streams’, i.e. adds the ‘decisions’ of the merge function as 
indices to the data in streams. In [2] a similar technique is used based on ‘indexed 
sets’. But in both cases not the merge anomaly but the general domain problem for 
nondeterministic stream processing functions is the motivation. 
A lengthy discussion of Keller’s example is found in [4]. There ‘scenario-sets’ 
are advocated, which roughly are yet another version of partially ordered event 
structures. A similar approach is taken in [1] where a semantic model is suggested, 
where “also the possible order of communications on their channels is recorded”. 
As it has been demonstrated in the previous sections, the merge anomaly can be 
avoided when using a correct denotational semantics without introducing any 
partially ordered event structures explicitly. The resulting semantic domain has some 
similarities to the techniques of [12] where oracles are used to turn nondeterminate 
nets into deterministic ones, leading to a set of deterministic nets. 
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Appendix. A denotational treatment of scenarios 
Scenarios as defined in [4] establish a causality relation between input streams 
and output streams of a set-valued function. Let Dl and 02 be arbitrary countably 
algebraic domains. For a nondeterministic function 
a scenario set for f is a family S = {S,?: y ES(x)} of mappings, 
S~c[D1,+02,.] where D,={zED: ZEX} 
for xE Dl, y Ef(x); we require for xl E Dl, 
{gl ,,,,:3x2ED1,y2ED2:xlcx2AgES;;}={gES;::ylEf(Xl)}~ 
Note that scenarios establish a causality relation between input and output: if 
xl cx2, then for every scenario g in the scenario set SGf by g(xi) the amount of 
output (as an approximation of the output y2) is given that is caused by the (partial) 
input xl. 
For Dl = 02 we can define fixed points on scenario sets. Letfbe a nondeterminis- 
tic function with scenario set S. We define the fixed point over (1; S) by the GEM-least 
set X fulfilling the equation 
x = {y ef(y): 3s;: E s, g E S$ y = fix g}. 
Note the similarity of this version of scenarios to sets of functions. 
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